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The  ability  to make  credible  simulations  of  open  engineered  biological  systems  is an  important  step
towards  the  application  of scientific  knowledge  to solve  real-world  problems  in  this  challenging,  complex
engineering  domain.  An  important  application  of  this  type  of  knowledge  is  in the design  and  manage-
ment  of wastewater  treatment  systems.  One  of the  crucial  aspects  of  an  engineering  biology  approach
to  wastewater  treatment  study  is  the  ability  to  run a simulation  of  complex  biological  communities.
However,  the  simulation  of  open  biological  systems  is challenging  because  they  often  involve  a  large
number  of  bacteria  that ranges  from  order  1012 (a  baby’s  microbiome)  to  1018 (a  wastewater  treatment
plant)  individual  particles,  and  are  physically  complex.  Since  the models  are  computationally  expensive,
and  due  to  computing  constraints,  the consideration  of  only  a  limited  set  of scenarios  is often  possible.
A  simplified  approach  to this  problem  is  to  use a statistical  approximation  of the  simulation  ensembles
derived  from  the  complex  models  at a fine  scale  which  will  help  in  reducing  the computational  bur-
den.  Our aim  in this  paper  is  to build  a cheaper  surrogate  of  an  individual-based  (IB)  model  simulation  of
microbial  communities.  The  paper  focuses  on  how  to use  an  emulator  as an  effective  tool  for  studying  and
incorporating  microscale  processes  in a computationally  efficient  way  into  macroscale  models.  The  main
issue  we address  is a strategy  for emulating  high-level  summaries  from  the IB  model  simulation  data.
We  use  a Gaussian  process  regression  model  for the emulation.  Under  cross-validation,  the  percentage
of  variance  explained  for the  univariate  emulator  ranges  from  83–99%  and  87–99%  for  the  multivari-
ate  emulators,  and  for both  biofilms  and  floc.  Our  emulators  show  an approximately  220-fold  increase
in computational  efficiency.  The  sensitivity  analyses  indicated  that  substrate  nutrient  concentration  for
nitrate,  carbon,  nitrite  and  oxygen  as  well  as  the  maximum  growth  rate for heterotrophic  bacteria  are
the  most  important  parameters  for the predictions.  We  observe  that  the  performance  of the single  step
emulator  depends  hugely  on the  initial  conditions  and  sample  size  taken  for  the  normal  approximation.
We  believe  that the  development  of  an  emulator  for  an IB model  is  of  strategic  importance  for  using
microscale  understanding  to enable  macroscale  problem  solving.
© 2017  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY  license. Introduction
To identify crucial features and model water treatment plants
n a large scale, there is a need to understand the interactions of
icrobes at fine resolution using models that provide the best pos-
ible representation of micro-scale responses. The challenge then
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: Oluwole.Oyebamiji@newcastle.ac.uk (O.K. Oyebamiji).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jocs.2017.08.006
877-7503/© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article u(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
becomes how we can transfer this small-scale information to the
engineered macroscale process in a computationally efficient and
sufficiently accurate way. It has been established that the macro
scale characteristics of wastewater treatment plants are the con-
sequences of microscale features of a vast number of individual
particles that produce the community of such bacterial populations
[37]. In other words, the properties of cells or particles at a micro
level dictate the behaviour of a wastewater treatment plant at a
macro scale.
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Schematic of different length scales for multiscale modelling of an activated
sludge process based WWTP. The scale transition from a bacterium or cellular level
(microscale – <micrometer size) to the floc and biofilm aggregates (mesoscale – mil-
limetre size) to the macroscopic bulk WWTP  operation as well as floc and biofilm
interactions (macroscale – metre size). The emulator is linking the microscopic (bac-0 O.K. Oyebamiji et al. / Journal of C
We  know that there is a wide separation in the spatial and tem-
oral dimensions at which biological and physical processes occur
hich complicates the complete understanding of the emergent
ehaviour of the system. The scale transition for modelling biofilms
nd flocs in this study ranges from micro- to meso- to macro-scales
although, we only consider micro-meso-scales in this study) (see
ig. 1) for details. This multiscale approach was used in this study
or passing aggregate information from one level to the other. The
omplex nature of the transitions from cellular level (microscale) to
 group of bacteria (floc/biofilm) at mesoscale introduces a scaling
roblem in addition to model complexity, thus making the simu-
ation from the micro model a computationally expensive task. A
obust strategy is required to handle this issue efficiently.
One useful approach for addressing this problem is via the
se of statistical emulators, sometimes called metamodels. Emu-
ation is a statistical technique for simplifying models that leads to
educed-form representations of complex models which are com-
utationally much faster to run. Emulators offer rapid and relatively
uick alternatives for projection of model outputs [41,42]. A further
enefit of emulation is the provision of a measure of uncertainty
ssociated with the projections.
There have been a significant number of research applications
ealing with the statistical emulation of expensive computer mod-
ls. This ranges from a univariate Gaussian process emulation to
ulti-output predictions [8]. Similarly, [35] developed a Bayesian
ramework for the uncertainty analysis for the distribution of
nknown input. In particular, [35] used a univariate Gaussian pro-
ess for emulating computationally expensive simulator outputs
ith uncertain inputs. [19] extended the univariate GP approach in
35] to a multivariate GP and combined this with a principal compo-
ent analysis (PCA) for calibrating high dimensional outputs from
 computationally demanding computer model against the field
ata from an experiment. The experimental data was used to con-
train uncertainty in the calibration parameters. The PCA reduces
he dimension of the problem and computation time required for
btaining posterior distributions from Bayesian inference.
Another application of this sort of modelling is to separate
tochastic from deterministic variations, the procedure for han-
ling stochastic noise in emulation was described in [17] and
6]. However, there is a limited amount of literature that treats
he emulation of stochastic simulators. Earlier work of [26] per-
ormed ordinary kriging emulation of detrended and standardised
esponse y′ from stochastic outputs where the scale response was
erived by repeating the simulation several times at each design
oint. This approach was extended by [4] where an independent
P emulator is developed for both the mean response and stochas-
ic (noise) variance. A related approach was documented in [24]
nd [15] where an additional GP model was built to estimate the
oise variance of the noise-free dataset.
On a different note, [58] described the behaviour of large lin-
ar dynamic models that used statistical principles of dynamic
mulation. Their approach identifies a low-order model that
pproximates the behaviour of the high-order dynamic simulator
hat is much cheaper. [36] described a Bayesian method for quan-
ification of uncertainty in complex computer models while [23]
resented some notable examples where GP modelling applica-
ions have been implemented.
The aim of this paper is to describe how to use an emulator as
n effective tool for incorporating microscale processes in a com-
utationally efficient way into macroscale models. The focus is to
rain the dynamic emulator with micro-level simulation data from
n individual-based (IB) model for the predictions of an aggregate
f particles, of varying species, called floc and biofilms. Biofilms
re the aggregated microbial communities attached to surfaces.
locs are aggregated microbial communities suspended in water.
heir characteristic size is around 500 m.  The morphological fea-terium/cell) to the mesoscopic (biofilm/floc) and, ultimately, to the macroscopic
bulk operational parameters.
tures depend on the growth conditions. For example, high nutrient
conditions may  promote a smooth surface while a rough surface
structure is more likely to emerge at low nutrient concentration.
We have modelled their biological and chemical functions as listed
in the supporting document.
The flocs and biofilms are mixed with an adhesive material
called extracellular polymeric substance (EPS). The EPS is a class of
organic macromolecules such as polysaccharide, proteins, nucleic
acids, lipids and other polymeric compounds which are found in
the intracellular space of organic aggregates [57]. We do not model
each component of EPS. In our microscale simulations, EPS parti-
cles represent the collection of different substances of EPS. The flocs
and biofilms are often difficult to measure or quantify because of
their irregular size and shape. For instance, a wide range of dif-
ferent “equivalent diameters” has been used to characterise the
floc size; see [21] for further details. The floc plays a strategic role
in understanding the processes involved in wastewater treatment
plants.
In this study, we  describe the procedure for emulating sum-
mary outputs from an IB model simulation of microbial organisms
based on large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator
(LAMMPS), a classical dynamical model for particle simulation [46].
The emulator constructed will be further used to transfer infor-
mation to macro-level processes of wastewater treatment plants.
[54] earlier reviewed some of the popular techniques for upscaling
complex problems while [13] and [56] specifically focused their
attention on how to use emulators for upscaling hydrological pro-
cesses and land use management properties.
Due to the spatio-temporal nature of LAMMPS outputs, our
approach is to condense the massive, long time series outputs of
particles of various species by spatially aggregating to produce the
most relevant outputs in the form of flocs and biofilm aggregates.
The data compression has the benefit of suppressing or reducing
some of the nonlinear response features, simplifying the construc-
tion of the emulator. Some of the most interesting properties at the
mesoscale level like the size, shape, and structure of biofilms and
flocs are characterised, see Fig. 2.We use Gaussian process emulation (or kriging metamodels)
where output data can be decomposed into a mixture of deter-
ministic (non-random trend) and a residual random variation. In
O.K. Oyebamiji et al. / Journal of Computational Science 22 (2017) 69–84 71
Fig. 2. Transformation of microscale particles to floc at the mesoscale for a particular time. There are five different particle species namely HET (blue), AOB (red), NOB (green),
D  occur as result of the effect of microbial growth rate and nutrient concentration on the
b resents the ratio between the maximal nutrient transport to the biofilm and the maximal
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Fig. 3. A typical computational domain for IB model of biofilms. The microbes func-EAD  (black) and EPS (grey) each represented by different colour. Different shapes
iofilms and flocs. The non-dimensional parameter  =
√
(SbulkDYs)/(maxL2) rep
utrient consumption by the bacteria. See Section 2.2 for further details.
articular, we develop dynamic emulators for the multi-outputs
imulation data. The GP model is formulated appropriately to
nclude a non-zero nugget term to filter the noise derived from
eplicate simulations. We  describe the models and simulation data
tilised for the analysis in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the
ethods and emulation procedures. Section 4 provides the results
f the study. Sections 5 and 6 present the discussion and concluding
omments respectively.
. Simulation model
.1. Individual-based modelling of microbial communities
The present study attempts to model the activated sludge pro-
ess (ASP) at the individual microbe level since pilot scale plants
nd laboratory scale experiments of wastewater treatment plants
WWTP) are expensive, cumbersome, non-invasive and often can-
ot provide information at the micro-scale, which is required for
perational optimisation of WWTP. The mathematical models used
or ASP can be mainly divided into two general classes according
o the way the biomass is represented: continuous and discrete
odels. In the present work, an IB Model is developed (discrete).
ig. 3 shows the typical computation domain associated with IB
odels of biofilms. It has three sub-domains: biofilm/floc, mass
ransfer boundary layer, and bulk fluid. In the present model, three
unctional groups of microorganism and two inert states are con-
idered as soft agents within the model. The microorganisms are
eterotrophs (HET) which consume organic carbon source and oxy-
en, ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB) which convert ammonia
nd oxygen to nitrite, and nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) which
se nitrite and oxygen to produce nitrate. For the inert states, extra-
ellular polymeric substance (EPS), secreted by some heterotrophs
nd dead agents are also represented by soft spheres (labelled
EAD). Agents have four state variables: position, mass, radius, and
ype. The IB model consists of two sub-models: one deals with thetional groups are HET (blue), AOB (red), NOB (green). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the
article.)
growth and behaviour of individual bacteria as autonomous agents
(i.e., biological processes); the other deals with the substrate and
product diffusion and reaction and fluid flow (i.e., physical pro-
cesses). Each cell grows by consuming the substrate and divides
when a certain mass is reached. When agents grow and split, the
system deviates from its mechanical equilibrium due to some resid-
ual pressure built-up in the biomass.
Depending on the net force acting on each agent, resulting from
its spatial interaction with other local agents, the position of each
agent is updated until the mechanical equilibrium is obtained using
the discrete element method (DEM). In the DEM, contact, EPS adhe-
sion, shear, and gravitational forces are considered, and the position
of agents are updated by solving Newton’s second law equation. For
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he substrates, chemical oxygen demand (COD), oxygen, ammonia,
itrite, and nitrate are considered. The diffusion-reaction equation
overns the substrate concentrations, and this transport equation
s solved in a fixed Cartesian grid using a Finite Difference Method.
n our work, the traditional IB model is extended to incorporate
echanical interactions between agents. See more details about
he biological and chemical kinetics in the supporting documents
nd [22]. The model is implemented in LAMMPS, an open-source
++ molecular dynamics code (http://lammps.sandia.gov/) [46].
ore details about the NUFEB 1.1 version of the model that we  emu-
ated can be found at https://github.com/nufeb/NUFEB/releases.
.2. Simulation data
We  ran the IB model for a small sample of input parameters
hich are generated using a Latin hypercube design (LHD). This
rocedure provides data for training our emulator to approximate
he major outputs. The LHD technique provides a good coverage
f the input space with a relatively small number of design points.
e use the “maximin” version of the LHD technique that optimises
amples by maximising the minimum distance between design
oints [52]. Suppose we want to sample a function of p variables:
he range of each variable is divided into n probable intervals, and
 sample points are then drawn such that a Latin hypercube is
reated.
We generated an n × p variables Latin hypercube sample matrix
ith values uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1]. We  then
ransform the generated sample to the quantile of a uniform dis-
ribution. The parameters are varied within the range of ±50% of
he standard values given in Table 2 to cover a wide variation of
he computer model outputs behaviour. We  limit our analysis to
ust n = 300 training points, and five replicates at each design point
ecause of the expense of this computer model. The essence of
epeated runs is to incorporate stochastic variations in our outputs.
Let the design matrix which contains the input to the LAMMPS
odel be denoted by X = (ip, p = 1, . . .,  32; i = 1, . . .,  300); where
he subscript p represents 27 model parameters that are varied and
 nutrient concentration variables fixed at their nominal values
tated in Table 2. The superscript i denotes the 300 different real-
sations (design points) and t is the time slice in seconds at which
he output data is recorded, t = 1, . . .,  62. The design matrix X300×32
enotes the input values at which the LAMMPS model is run for
very combination of xi (which is a point in X, where xi represents
th row of X). The simulator is run for six days to capture sufficient
mergent behaviour. The spatial outputs from the simulation are
ecorded at a time-step of 8250 s to reduce the size of the data,
hich gives about 62 different time slices.
The simulator was run for both the flocs and biofilms simula-
ions. The following ten outputs are produced from the simulator
t each time step: particle diameter, mass, position (3-dimensional)
nd nutrient consumption variables for S, C, NH4, NO3 and NO2. The
patial outputs at each time point are denoted as a matrix Yk×10 and
 is the total number of particles at each time step. The number of
articles k at each time slice varied over time and, in particular,
ncreased with time, as is expected.
.3. Outputs for emulation
Fig. 2 illustrates the spatially distributed nature of flocs and
iofilms, making the emulation of these data a high dimensional
roblem. We  preprocess the data by measuring aggregated char-
cteristics on them to reduce the dimensionality of the problem.
uppose at time step t, we summarize the individual particles at
he microscale (particle level) to a larger scale of biofilms and
ocs where we measure the following characteristics. These mor-tational Science 22 (2017) 69–84
phological characteristics are essential factors in the design and
performance of wastewater reactors.
(1) Floc equivalent diameter (metre) – The diameter of the smallest
circle that circumscribes the outer edge or sketch of the floc can
be obtained by computing the total volume of the floc from the
volume of each particle (the individual particle is taken as a
sphere).
dt,eqv =
n∑
k=1
3
√
6Vkt

(1)
where Vkt volume of individual spherical particle k at time t,
 is a constant and dt,eqv is the floc equivalent diameter at time
t.
(2) Floc fractal dimension (dimensionless) – Fractals are of rough or
fragmented geometric shape that can be subdivided into self-
similar parts. The fractal dimension of a floc is a measure of
the complexity of its external shape [11]. It reflects the hydro-
dynamic environment that produces microbial aggregates. The
fractal dimension can also be used to study the process of aggre-
gation in wastewater treatment where the characteristics of
the aggregates play a crucial role in the performance, and oper-
ational stability [3]. Unlike [11], which uses the relationship
between the object area and perimeter to calculate the fractal
dimension, we  used the ratio of radius of agglomerates to the
mean radius of the particles as given by
FDt =
log(Ra/Rm)
log(n)
, (2)
where FDt is a fractal dimension, Ra =
√∑n
k=1mktd
2
kt∑n
k=1mkt
and Rm =∑n
k=1rkt
n , dkt, rkt and mk are the particle diameter, radius and
mass respectively.
(3) Floc total number of particles (dimensionless) – Nt =
∑n
k=1Nkt ,
where Nkt represents number of each species, HET, AOB, NOB,
EPS and DEAD that are present.
(4) Floc total mass (kg) – Mt =
∑n
k=1mkt , where Mt is the total floc
mass at time t for all the species and mkt’s are the individual
particle level mass.
(5) Biofilm average height (metre) – The biofilms are partitioned
into several smaller blocks. Each sub-block has dimen-
sion dmax × dmax × dmax. We  compute the Euclidean distances
between the center of each particle and the lattice blocks along
the baseline (plane z = 0) to identify the occupied blocks. We,
therefore, marked as “occupied” every block with one or more
particle centers contained within it while the others are marked
as “vacant”. The height ht(x, y) of the biofilm above each base
block is defined as the maximum of the particle z-values of the
occupied blocks. The biofilm mean height at time t is then given
as
h¯(t) = 1
LxLy
∫
i
∫
j
ht(x, y)dxdy,
where Lx = Ly = 10 are the number of blocks.
(6) Biofilms surface roughness (metre) – It is one of the key
quantitative descriptors of biofilms structure. It measures the
magnitude of variability in height over the surface structure, i.e.
the depth of biofilm irregularities. It determines the rate of dif-
fusion of nutrients into the biofilms. The smaller the values of
these indices, the smoother the biofilm surface while large val-
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ues indicate very rough surface [16,44,45]. The biofilm surface
roughness at time t is given as
s(t) =
(
1
LxLy
∫
i
∫
j
[ht(x, y) − h¯(t)]2dxdy
)1/2
(3)
7) Biofilms segregation indices (dimensionless) – These indices
measure the degree to which colocalized particles are genet-
ically related to each other. Consider a particle cij in a given
a population of M particles such that i = 1, . . .,  M,  and identify
related particles within a distance of 10 diameter length with
the same phenotype as cij, see further details in [33]. The index
is given as t = 1M
∑M
i=1
(
1
N
∑N
j=1(ci, cj)
)
, where
(ci, cj) =
{
0, cjis not the same phenotype asci
1, cjis the same phenotype asci
(4)
8) Biofilms Simpson diversity indices (dimensionless). These
indices measure diversity of biofilms and flocs, Dt = 1 −∑
n(n−1)
N(N−1) where n is the total number of organisms of a par-
ticular species and N is the total number of organisms of all
species.
Let  =
√
(SbulkDYs)/(maxL2),  where Sbulk, D, Ys, max,  and
 are the bulk nutrient concentration, diffusion coefficient, yield
oefficient, maximum specific growth rate, biomass density, and
oundary layer thickness respectively. Fig. 2 shows different shapes
nd structures of simulated microbes that form the biofilms and
ocs based on various parameter settings. The resulting biofilms
nd flocs shapes are regulated by the potential value of the 
arameter which in turn depends on six different parameters as
efined above. The parameter  is a measure of an active layer
hickness of the floc and biofilms and is given as the ratio between
he nutrient transport to the biomass and the nutrient consump-
ion by the bacteria. The value of  determines the resulting shapes
f the flocs and biofilms, large  values signify a high nutrient
vailability for the growing flocs and biofilms thus decreases the
eterogeneity within the floc or biofilm which give rise to flocs and
iofilms that are compact and smooth in structure; see Fig. 2(a). A
igh substrate transfer rate will cause the nutrient concentration
o penetrate more deeply into the biofilms. This would allow a high
niform microbial growth rate within the flocs and biofilms while a
ow  value or a decrease in nutrient transport rate produces rough
nd irregularly shaped flocs and biofilms; see Fig. 2(b). The varying
tructural patterns clearly show the diversity of the effects we are
mulating. It is important for us to capture and incorporate these
arious emergent behaviours into our emulator formulation.
The histograms of the log-transformed outputs we consider are
llustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 showing the data structure. The essence
f the transformation is to reduce their skewness and make the data
ore interpretable to meet our emulator model assumptions.
The histograms of floc equivalent diameter and number of parti-
les in Fig. 4 are relatively similar, symmetric and bimodal in nature
ith the presence of two major peaks except for the fractal dimen-
ion which is roughly right-skewed. The histogram of the total mass
lso has a single major peak and a minor peak making it a bimodal
istribution. Fig. 5, unlike the floc, the histograms of biofilms aver-
ge height and species diversity indices are left- and right-skewed
espectively with a single major peak while that of surface rough-
ess and segregation indices are non-symmetric with no distinct
hape. Most data points in species diversity indices lie between −1
nd 0. Extreme data points are present in this dataset as it shows a
ignificant degree of skewness and high variance.
Fig. 6 is the schematic diagram summarizing the key emulation
tages. It shows the procedures involved in the emulation of thetational Science 22 (2017) 69–84 73
characterized outputs from the data preparation to the mesoscale
data modelling.
3. Methods
A Bayesian framework for emulation is almost always based
on the assumption that a Gaussian process prior distribution can
be specified for unknown parameters and hyperparameters (the
parameters of the prior). Under a Bayesian perspective, unknown
parameters are treated as random variables. The given prior dis-
tribution can be updated from training data, and a posterior
distribution can be obtained. The posterior distribution is also a
Gaussian process. A popular method for constructing a metamodel
is Gaussian process regression, also called kriging. A major dif-
ficulty with GP modelling is the computational effort associated
with dealing with a huge amount of data, as computer time scales
are of order O(n3) where n is the number of observations. Sev-
eral techniques have been adopted to overcome this computational
problem. Earlier techniques are documented in [49] and [48]. GP
emulation is based on Bayesian updating and experimental design
of computer experiments for predicting model outputs at test input
points [50,52]. A GP emulator assumes that a simulator output
is an unknown function g(.) with a given prior distribution for
g(.), updated using data obtained from the simulator runs. We  are
implementing GP emulation for predictions in this paper because
of its wide applicability and flexibility.
3.1. Gaussian process (GP)
Multivariate GP or kriging has been widely applied in various
areas, especially in multifidelity surrogate models where there are
an array of k levels of code usually from the expensive (accurate) to
the less expensive (crude) simulators which are modelled jointly. It
involves emulation of a function that is costly to evaluate which is
enhanced by data from a cheaper simulation of the function [12,28].
We shall briefly describe what the univariate GP or kriging tech-
nique entails to introduce the theory of multivariate GP. Kriging is
a geostatistical technique for interpolating the value of an unknown
random observation from data y(x) observed at known locations.
Kriging models are also commonly used for building cheaper sur-
rogate models of expensive computer codes [10,31,39,30]. The two
stage techniques described in [38] are combined as a single step,
where a given scalar output y(x) can be decomposed into a mix-
ture of deterministic (non-random trend) and a residual random
variation. The mean function f(x) of a Gaussian process usually
denotes its trend. The trend could be modelled as a constant in
ordinary/simple kriging or as an nth order polynomial in universal
kriging. Here, we use the universal kriging technique. The model
formulation is given as
y(x) = f (x) + ε(x), (5)
where y(x) is the output of interest (say, floc equivalent diameter)
and x is the matrix of input variables. The deterministic function
f(x) is the mean approximation of the expensive computer sim-
ulator (e.g. IB models) and f is a polynomial function. Under this
assumption, f(x) can be modelled as
f (x) =
m∑
j=1
ˇjhj(x) = H(x)ˇ, (6)
 ˇ = [ˇ1, . . .,  ˇp] is a (m × 1) vector of unknown regression coeffi-
cients and H(x) = [h1(x), . . .,  hm(x)]T is a (n × m) matrix of regression
functions, ε(x) is a stochastic Gaussian process with mean zero and
characterized by its covariance function cov(ε(x), ε(x′)) = 2cor(x,
x′), where 2 denotes the variance of ε(x) also called process vari-
ance and A is a (n × n) positive definite matrix of correlations at the
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xperimental design points (i.e. A = cor(x, x′)). We  are assuming a
nivariate output and a non-deterministic computer model.
Similarly, t(xnew) = [cor(x1, xnew), . . .,  cor(xn, xnew)]T denotes
he (n × 1) vector of correlations between the x’s at the design
oints and new input points xnew. We  use an exponential covariance
unction of the form
(x, x′) = 2 exp{−(x − x′)TR(x − x′)} + ıI, (7)
here R is a diagonal matrix of correlation or scale hyperpa-
ameters. It determines how fast the spatial correlation decays
hroughout the input space to be estimated from the data. ı ≥ 0
s the nugget parameter and I is an indicator function which is 1 if
 = x′ and 0 otherwise. The nugget is often considered as stochastic
oise and typically represents measurement error. The nugget pro-
ides a mechanism for incorporating measurement error into the
aussian process. It improves the stability of the computations and
he predictive accuracy of the model [47,50,27,32].
The best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) and mean squared
rediction error (MSPE) for the universal kriging model are given
s
(x) = hT (x) ˆˇ  + tT (x)A−1(y − H ˆˇ ), (8)
∗∗(x, x′) = {cor(x, x′) − t(x)TA−1t(x′) + [h(x)T − t(x)T
−1 T −1 −1 ′ T ′ T −1 ′ TA t(x)](H A H) [h(x ) − t(x ) A t(x )] }. (9)
ee more details in [25]. One limitation of the separate univari-
te GPs for modelling multiple output data is that it neglects the
orrelation between the outputs. We  will address this problemion, total mass and particle growth showing a large variation in these datasets. All
by using a multivariate GP. The multivariate extension is based
upon the Bayesian perspective (using non-informative priors). This
framework will enable us to derive closed form expressions for the
estimates of the parameters. The model specification looks similar
to the univariate case earlier defined, except that we will be placing
prior distributions on the unknown parameters. The multivariate
normal distribution generalizes the univariate normal distribution
where the k-dimensional density is given by
f (Y) = 1
(2)k/2(|˙Y|)1/2
exp
−1
2
(Y − HB)T˙−1Y (Y − HB), (10)
where |˙Y| is the determinant of covariance matrix. Suppose we
now have k outputs Y(x) = (Y1(x), . . .,  Yk(x)), which has a joint matrix
normal distribution for n simulator runs, such that for any matrix
Yn×k of outputs, we have
Y|B, ˙, R, ı∼MNn,k(HB, ˙ ⊗ A), (11)
where Hn×m is the model matrix with ith row denoted as h(.)T and
defined previously as a vector of regression functions. The matrix
Bm×k is a matrix of unknown regression coefficients and Rn×n is a
diagonal matrix of scale parameters and ı is the nugget parameter.
To simplify our approach, we have assumed a separable covariance
structure because it is relatively easy to perform and our outputs
are also correlated. The assumption of separability of covariance
function implies that output variance can be decomposed such
that cov(f(x), f(x′)) = ˙Y = ˙ ⊗ A, where ˙ is an k × k positive def-
inite matrix of cross-covariance between the outputs at any input
and An×n is a correlation matrix across the input space and ⊗ is a
kronecker product operator. We  use linear mean and exponential
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Fig. 5. Histogram of characterized biofilms outputs: biofilms height, surface roughness, segregation indices and Simpson diversity indices showing a large variation in these
datasets. All plots are on a natural logarithmic scale.
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ıFig. 6. Schematic diagram
orrelation functions as defined earlier under a univariate GP or
riging for an independent emulator.
The mean and covariance functions can be modelled in term
f matrices B, ˙ and R of hyperparameters and nugget parameter
. In reality, these parameters are unknown, and major probleming key emulation stages.
under the multivariate GP or kriging is their estimation. The next
problem is how to estimate these unknown parameters. A popu-
lar approach is to use the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
framework of [52] by maximizing the likelihood function for sta-
tistical parameter estimation. The MLE  technique is related to the
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aximum a posteriori estimation (MAP) that assumes a uniform
rior distribution of the parameters. One of the limitations of the
LE  is that the likelihood function could become flat near the opti-
um value [30]. A popular alternative estimation method is to
se restricted or residual maximum likelihood (REML) of [43,53]
hich produces less-biased variance and covariance components.
he REML approach can be derived from the likelihood function by
ccounting for the uncertainty in B and ˙, i.e., by integrating them
ut.
To marginalize out B and ˙, in practice, it is often appeal-
ng to consider a Bayesian perspective when building metamodels
r surrogate models [59,5,8]. Bayesian emulation assigns a Gaus-
ian process prior distribution to the function f(.), conditional
n unknown parameters. This prior distribution is updated using
raining data. In our case, unknown parameters B, ˙, R, ı of the
ultivariate Gaussian process or kriging are treated as random
ariables which produce the posterior distribution of f(.) as the
mulator.
Because we have little or no prior information about the mean
nd covariance parameters B and ˙, we also follow [9] and [8]
pproaches, where we use a non-informative prior (B, ˙, R˜)  ∝
R(R˜)|˙|−(k+1)/2 which are both related to recent approaches of
40] and [47]. We  can obtain the conditional posterior distribu-
ion of the computer model f (.)|B, ˙, R˜,  Y by combining Eq. (11)
ith standard multivariate normal theory, using some algebraic
anipulations that produces
 (.)|B, ˙, R˜,  Y ∝ MNm(m∗, c∗(., .)˙), (12)
here R˜ = [R, ı] and m* and c* are given respectively by Eqs. (A.3)
nd (A.4) in Appendix 3. We  can further derive the conditional pos-
erior distribution of f (.)|R˜ by integrating Eq. (12) with respect to B
nd ˙ such that
 (.)|R˜, Y ∝ Tk((.), c∗∗(., .) ˆ˙ , n − m),  (13)
here Tk is the conditional students’ t-process with (n − m)  degrees
f freedom where (.) and c**(., .) are given respectively as
(x) = h(x)T Bˆ + tT (x)A−1(Y − HBˆ), (14)
∗∗(x, x′) = c∗(x, x′) + [h(x) − HTA−1t(x)]T (HA−1H)−1[h(x′) − HTA−1t(x′)]. (15)
We note that these estimated parameters are also equivalent to
he best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) and mean squared pre-
iction error (MSPE) derived under a frequentist perspective with
ˆ
 = (HTA−1H)−1HTA−1Y and ˆ˙ = (Y − HBˆ)TA−1(Y − HBˆ)(n − m)−1
orresponding to generalized least square estimates. We  can obtain
he full posterior R˜(B, ˙, R˜|Y)  (see Eq. (A.5) in Appendix 3) of the
yperparameters by combining Eq. (11) and full prior (B, ˙, R˜)
sing Bayes theorem which after integrating out both B and ˙
roduces
R˜(R˜|Y) ∝ R˜(R˜)|A|−k/2|HTA−1H|−k/2|YTGY|−(n−m)/2, (16)
here G is defined by Eq. (A.6) in Appendix 3. We  know it is rel-
tively hard to elicit a prior distribution for the scale parameter R˜
hat can produce an analytical expression for the posterior distri-
ution in Eq. (16). Also, the fully Bayesian approach using Markov
hain Monte Carlo for removing the dependence of the scale param-
ter R will lead to a significant increase in computational time. We
se a plug in approach based on a posterior mode of R˜,  derived by
aximizing Eq. (16). We  set the prior distribution R˜(R˜) to a con-
tant since we have no prior information about the scale parameter
˜ , therefore we neglect the R˜(R˜) term in our optimisation routine.
ee further details in [9], [8] and [47].tational Science 22 (2017) 69–84
4. Procedure for emulating IB model outputs
We  consider separately the problems of emulating flocs and
biofilms. There are two different potential approaches to each of
these problems. Firstly, we could emulate the individual bacterium
at the micro level and use the emulator to link the simulator output
at a mesoscale level as a floc or biofilm. This approach is cur-
rently not practicable owing to the large amount of simulation data
involved, although it could be possible to perform some form of data
reduction.
The second approach, which we adopt in this study, is to focus
on clusters of particles as flocs and biofilms and emulate their
interesting properties, as described in Section 2.3. A single run of
the LAMMPS model consists of a simulation over many time steps
which requires considerable computer time. Here, we  shall focus on
floc emulation, and in particular, we  shall describe the emulation
of floc equivalent diameter, fractal dimension, the total number of
particles and floc total mass, to simplify our approach. Emulation of
other outputs will follow a similar procedure. The floc is treated as
an approximate sphere, and we  estimate the diameter of a sphere
that circumscribes its boundary/outline. The center of the sphere
will be equivalent to the center of mass of the component particles
as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The detailed procedure of emulating
the floc parameters will be described in this section and for the
biofilm is deferred to the next section.
Some of the challenges of emulating the LAMMPS model are
the nature of the outputs produced from the model which make
it difficult to emulate. The LAMMPS model is expensive to eval-
uate, i.e., slow and difficult to run for a large parameter space
of interest, which limits the amount of information available for
emulation. The model is stochastic in nature; this introduces ran-
domness in the output. The model is also dynamic because the
data are arranged as a sequence of outputs at different time points.
Finally, the model produces high-dimensional and multiple outputs
which make the emulation more computationally demanding than
usual. Despite this, there is a vast literature addressing these prob-
lems. The stochasticity in the model is first handled by performing
multiple runs and averaging the key outputs which are then taken
as deterministic in nature. Secondly, we fit non-zero nugget uni-
variate and multivariate GP models to incorporate stochastic noise
in our model formulation.
4.1. Dynamic emulation
Due to the dynamic nature of output data from the LAMMPS
model, we  apply a dynamic emulation strategy within a multi-
variate GP framework. Dynamic emulation models the evolution
or trajectory of random variables over some time-steps. Emula-
tion of time-series data or physical processes that evolve with time
implies that model output at time t becomes an input to the model
at time t + 1. The model can be written as
Yt = f (xt , Yt−1), (17)
where Yt−1 is the state vector at the previous time step for t = 1, . . .,
T, and xt (each xt corresponds to a design matrix) are the inputs
at time t which includes the model parameters, forcing and initial
conditions (see Table 2). We  use the single-step emulation tech-
nique proposed in [9]. Under the single-step procedure, the method
assumes that a simpler, single step emulator can be built from a
dynamic computer model, and the resulting emulator can be used
repeatedly to generate the full-time series of the predictions up
to the number of desired time points. This framework reduces the
dimension of the problem and enables us to capture the complete
behaviour of characterised outputs over a number of time steps.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the multivariate GP emulator performance with simulation data for 4 major outputs from LAMMPS floc simulation (black) and their emulator predictions
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.1.1. Single-step emulation
Starting from initial runs of the model at time t0, we construct
he single step emulator Y1 = f(x1, Y0) using a GP regression on the
haracterized outputs from LAMMPS model. We  can use dynamic
mulation to make multiple step ahead predictions using an iter-
tive technique to repeat one-step-ahead predictions until the
esired number of points are obtained. We  proceed sequentially,
eeding back the entire output distribution from the GP model,
uch that at time step t = 1, and for input (x1, Y0), we sample
rom the distribution of f(Y0, x1), with the model output given as
˜ (s)
1 ∼N[(x, Y0), c∗∗(x, Y0; x′, Y0)]. For the next prediction at time
 = 2, the input data x2 is augmented by complete distribution Y
(s)
1
uch that X2 = [(x2, Y˜1)]T , then we generate a sample from the dis-
ribution of f (Y˜
(s)
1 , x2) and denote as Y˜
(s)
2 . This procedure is repeated
ntil T − 1 steps are completed. The construction of single-step
mulator is summarized below:
(i) Sample 280 points randomly from original 300 points as train-
ing datasets and leave the 20 data points for the cross validation.ii) Formulate a single step emulator using Eq. (17) such that
y1 = f(x, y0), where x is the design matrix that is uniformly
sampled to cover the entire space of interest for running the
LAMMPS model for the single step function. The correspond-For interpretation of the references to color in this legend, the reader is referred to
ing output is the value of current state variable yt, e.g. fractal
dimension.
iii) Perform GP emulation as described in Section 3.1, where we use
linear mean and exponential covariance functions. The mul-
tivariate GP parameters 	 = (B, ˙, R, ı) are estimated using
Bayesian inference with non informative priors.
iv) Compute the posterior distribution of multivariate GP
(f (.)|Y, 	ˆ)∼N((x), c∗(x, x′)) where (x) and c**(x, x′) are
defined in Eqs. (14) and (15) respectively and Eqs. (8) and (9),
for univariate case.
(v) Use the emulator to simulate from (f (.)|Y1, 	ˆ)  to obtain Y˜(s)1 and
then iterate the next steps for t = 1, . . .,  T − 1 to give a full time
series [Y˜
(s)
1 , . . ., Y˜
(s)
T−1].
4.1.2. Normal approximations
One of the limitations of the single-step emulation procedure
is that it is highly prone to numerical problems associated with an
ill-conditioned covariance matrix as training data are augmented.
Moreover, an additional computational cost is often involved. [9]
proposed a simple normal approximation to the above procedure
that we  applied in this study. This approach is comparable to
a technique due to [1] applied on a nonlinear dynamic system
to propagate uncertainty in iterative multiple-step-ahead predic-
tions. Now, we can estimate the two quantities in Eqs. (14) and (15)
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sing simulation from Monte Carlo sampling to repeatedly revise
he mean and variance of the single step emulator such that
ˆ t+1 =
1
N
N∑
s=1
((Y˜
(s)
t , xt+1)|f (Y)), (18)
ˆ∗∗t+1 =
1
N
N∑
s=1
[c∗∗(xt+1, Y˜
(s)
t ), (xt+1, Yt )|f (Y)] +
1
N
N∑
s=1
[•(Y˜
(s)
t , xt+1)|f (Y)]
2
, (19)
where Y˜
(s)
t is a sample from MN[t(.), c
∗∗
t (.)] and N is the num-
er of Monte Carlo samples. This new approximation is based on
he assumption that augmentation of training data at each itera-
ion step will have a relatively minimal effect provided that a large
ample size is used for building our single-step emulator, in other
ords, additional data at each step could be discarded. In addition,
ince our training data for the single step emulator yt = f(x, t) is mod-
lled as a GP, it is difficult to derive a joint distribution for Y1, . . .,
T in a closed form, rather a normal approximation is proposed to
stimate the marginal density of each Yt for t = 1, . . .,  T. Note that
his procedure is also applicable to the univariate GP model.
. Results
.1. Floc emulationHaving summarised the individual particles at the microscale
o a large ensemble (mesoscale) as flocs or biofilms at each time
tep, we consider emulation of interesting properties of flocs andation of a randomly chosen design point: probability density function for 4 major
 the outputs are plotted on a logarithmic scale.
biofilms. To test the adequacy of our proposed dynamic emula-
tor using a multivariate GP, we apply the normal approximation
scheme to model the eight characterized outputs from the LAMMPS
model. In this section, we  shall focus our attention on the floc
emulation (floc equivalent diameter, fractal dimension, the total
number of particles and total mass).
Suppose at time step t, the LAMMPS output is written in the
form Yt = f(xt, Yt−1), where Yt−1 is the state vector at the previous
time step, xt are the input at time t as defined in the previous sec-
tion. The data are subdivided into two groups. We use 280 data
points as training data to build the single-step emulator and use the
remaining 20 data points to test the performance of the emulator.
The multivariate GP could not be applied directly to the entire
data because of the computational difficulty of large sample size
(17,360 = 280 × 62) in our training set, coupled with a significant
number (36) of parameters (32 model parameters and four state
variables) to be estimated. We  know GP algorithms scale cubically
with the number of observations O(N3), and so these are not feasible
for our present data. Although it is possible to perform dimension
reduction, we will not follow this approach in this paper. GP regres-
sion is prone to numerical problems because of an ill-conditioned
covariance matrix. This issue is more pronounced in the multivari-
ate GP algorithm we  use in this study.
To proceed, we  subsample 2500 observations randomly to cover
the space of interest from each output. We  fit a separate univariate
GP model assuming independence between the characterized out-
puts. The advantage of first fitting an independent univariate GP is
that one can easily perform surrogate based sensitivity analysis to
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dentify relevant parameters. This will reduce the high dimension-
lity of the parameter space saving considerable computation time
uring joint output emulation.
The Bayesian sensitivity analysis was carried out to identify the
ost relevant variables, see further details of sensitivity analysis
n Section 5.3. Based on the outcome of the sensitivity analysis, we
roceed with multivariate GP emulation using only nine selected
nput variables (five most important model parameters and four
tate variables). To further reduce the effect of an ill-conditioned
ovariance matrix, we use an exponential covariance function for
ach output and standardize our input data to range over [0, 1].
his transformation will also eliminate the unit of measurement
nd enable us to get better parameter estimates for the covariance
unctions.
Having built the single-step emulator for the characterised out-
uts, we execute the single-step emulator repeatedly using Eqs.
18) and (19) derived from the normal approximation until time
 = 62 is reached. Because of the stochasticity in the simulation,
e fit a non-zero nugget multivariate GP model by incorporating
he nugget as measurement noise in the mean response emula-
or. Apart from improving the stability of the computations, the
resence of the nugget also encourages in more robust parameter
stimation leading to better predictive accuracy.
This approach will ensure joint predictions of both the mean and
ariance, unlike in [17] and [24] where an independent GP model
s performed on the mean and variance. To test the overall per-or 4 major outputs from LAMMPS biofilms simulation (black) and their emulator
mic scale. (For interpretation of the references to color in this legend, the reader is
formance of the single-step emulator, we run the emulator for the
complete 20 test data points and compute the proportion of vari-
ance explained () and root mean squared error of cross-validation
(RMSECV) by each of the model outputs.
We assess the performance of the dynamic emulator by compar-
ing emulator predictions with the simulation data for four different
characterised outputs from flocs. The cross-validation results are
reported in Fig. 7 which also gives time series plots showing the
patterns of change in the outputs over some days. The plots demon-
strate the ability of our dynamic emulator to propagate the chosen
outputs forward by applying the emulator iteratively to the desired
time point.
The plots for the four log-transformed floc outputs shows that
they are relatively well predicted. The emulator predictions are
similar to the simulation data. The top-left corner is the floc equiv-
alent diameter which is an important morphological property of
flocs. There is a nonlinear increase in trend over time indicating
that emulator captures the growing patterns relatively well except
in few places where the simulation data lie slightly outside the
confidence bands. The predicted confidence bands remain small.
The plot of the fractal dimension is shown in the top-right
corner. The value of the fractal dimension is an indication of the
structural complexity of the biological particle allowing the fractal
dimension to be used as a standard for comparing the biological
experiments against theories. The fractal dimension indicates a
decreasing trend pattern because the irregular shape at the begin-
80 O.K. Oyebamiji et al. / Journal of Compu
Table 1
Cross-validated proportion of variance  and root mean squared error RMSECV show-
ing  the performance of the emulators for randomly chosen design points for flocs
and biofilms for both univariate and multivariate GP for the 20 left-out data points.
Outputs Univariate Multivariate
 RMSECV  RMSECV
Floc eqv. diameter (m) 0.94 0.35 0.91 0.44
Floc fractal dimension 0.99 0.22 0.99 0.16
Floc total number of particles 0.99 1.33 0.99 1.11
Floc total mass (kg) 0.99 1.04 0.99 1.29
Biofilm mean height (m)  0.84 0.18 0.87 0.16
Biofilm surface roughness (m)  0.83 1.11 0.93 0.71
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oBiofilm segregation indices 0.99 0.22 0.99 0.16
Simpson species diversity indices 0.99 0.61 0.99 0.47
ing of the simulation becomes more uniform in nature, unlike floc
quivalent diameter. Similar to the floc equivalent diameter, the
mulator for fractal dimension predicts the temporal behaviour
elatively well; almost all the points lie close to the 95% C.I. The
rowth curve (total number of particles) and the total mass of the
oc grow non-linearly with time, and both have similar patterns.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison between the probability density func-
ion of the simulated and emulated floc equivalent diameter, fractal
imension, the total number of particles and total mass. The pre-
icted densities by the emulator (green) for these outputs are
elatively close to the simulation data. The degree of similarity
f the distributions reflects the accuracy of the dynamic emula-
or. The distributions are relatively bimodal in nature having both
ajor and minor peaks except for number of particles that has
 single major peak and three minor peaks (multimodal). More-
ver, the four density plots are quite dissimilar as earlier observed
nder their time series plots in Fig. 7. Overall, the multivariate GP
mulator reproduces the temporal patterns quite well.
Table 1 compares the overall performance of the emulators
sing  and RMSECV metrics. The closer the values of  to 1, the
etter the emulator and vice versa. Therefore, regarding the pro-
ortion of variance , the multivariate GP seems to outperform
he individual univariate emulator for all of the outputs except for
oc equivalent diameter where there is a reduction in the value
f  from 0.94 to 0.91. On the other hand, lower values of root
ean squared error RMSECV indicates more accurate predictions.
imilarly, we observe that the corresponding values of RMSECV in
he multivariate GP model are lower than that of the univariate
P emulator with the exceptions of floc equivalent diameter and
otal mass. This suggests that multivariate GP emulators are much
etter than independent univariate emulators. This is due to the
ncorporation of output correlation in the multivariate models.
.2. Biofilm emulation
We  now consider the emulation of bacterial biofilms, where we
pply the same procedure as in the floc modelling. The plots show
he assessment of our dynamic emulation approach on the biofilm
utputs where the emulators have been used iteratively to cap-
ure the evolution of each of the characterised outputs with time.
omputing the biofilm surface roughness, average height and seg-
egation indices for a set of large particles for a longer period as
n this study is very time-consuming. We  therefore limit our com-
utation for these critical biofilm parameters to a few time points
about two days) as shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9, the top-left plot is the
iofilm average height, and the top-right plot is the biofilm surface
oughness. The biofilm height is irregular in shape (<0.5 day) before gentle increment and a further non-linear increase, most of the
imulation points fall within the 95% C.I. The surface roughness is
pproximately constant at the earlier time before rapidly increased
ver time until a saturated point (say 0.6 days), after which there istational Science 22 (2017) 69–84
a fairly steady increase in growth. We  see that predictions produced
by the simulator and emulator are close and have similar temporal
patterns with only a few points falling outside of the confidence
bands.
The bottom-right corner is the plot for the biofilm species diver-
sity. This index represents the abundance of different microbial
species in a population and usually ranges between 0 and 1. A large
value signifies greater diversity, while the plots for the average
height, surface roughness and segregation indices clearly show a
non-linear increasing pattern, a gradual decreasing trend over time
is expected because the species interact with the environment and
other particles within the biofilms and also compete together for
available nutrients. In this study, we know that the HET microbes
compete with both AOB and NOB for oxygen. The AOB and NOB
are easily outcompeted and then HET dominate at the end due to
their higher growth rates and the insensitivities of HET to oxygen
conditions. The species diversity emulator produces a fairly simi-
lar pattern to the simulation data. The effect of random variation is
more apparent in the histogram in Fig. 5. Besides, there is a signifi-
cant presence of extreme data which could potentially complicate
the modelling and ability of the emulator to capture all the emer-
gent behaviour. The biofilm density plots in Fig. 10 are also well
predicted.
Overall, the 95% C.I. for the biofilms are large compared to
the floc emulation with narrow bands. The uncertainty levels are
generally increasing with time as expected, an indication of degra-
dation of emulator performance. We note that the shape, size and
structure of biofilms and flocs are essential operational parameters
in the management of wastewater. These characterised physical
properties are significant in the removal efficiency of flocs in the
wastewater treatment processes.
5.3. Sensitivity results
To have a better understanding of the model parameters, includ-
ing how their values impact the IB model outputs, a sensitivity
analysis of the given parameters to measure their relative impor-
tance was  performed. The results from this analysis will enhance
our understanding of the most influential input variables to output
behaviour (out of the 32 parameters we  used in this study). Several
techniques have been documented in the literature for perform-
ing sensitivity analysis [20], but one popular technique is the Sobol
global sensitivity method. This method computes the indices by
decomposing the variance up to a specified order [51]. We  use a
Bayesian approach for global sensitivity described in [29] where a
Sobol index is estimated based on GP metamodels. The idea is to
incorporate both the uncertainties due to the surrogate modelling
and the one due to the numerical evaluations of the variances and
covariances involved in the Sobol estimation.
We  sample 1000 observations randomly from a uniform distri-
bution with a range within [0, 1], for each of the 32 input variables
in Table 1. We  computed only the first order sensitivity since we
have no quadratic and interaction terms in our model. We  then
apply bootstrapping to compute 95% confidence intervals on the
estimated indices. This procedure was  applied to all eight outputs
we consider in this study. The combined results for both the flocs
and biofilms are given in Fig. 11 for the eight outputs we  examine
in this paper. The sensitivity analysis clearly indicates that nutrient
boundary conditions are the most critical parameters for predic-
tions of most of the outputs. The outcome result is not surprising
because these parameters regulate the distribution and transport
of nutrients across the computational domain thus determine the
particle growth and division. Also, particles grow when the food is
readily available. The substrate boundary concentration for nitrate
“no3” with sensitivity indices 1.0, 0.90, 0.39 and 0.38 for floc fractal
dimension, biofilm segregation indices, average height and species
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Fig. 10. Multivariate GP emulator cross-validation: probability density function for 4 ma
95%  C.I. Note: the outputs are plotted on a natural logarithmic scale.
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nig. 11. Barplots showing the sensitivity indices for the eight characterized outputs
rom LAMMPS model.
iversity respectively. However, other nutrient boundary condi-
ions influence the biofilms greatly.The carbon substrate “s” is the second most sensitive parameter
or the floc equivalent diameter, the total number of particles and
otal mass and are less important for biofilm properties. Apart from
utrient concentrations, the only sensitive parameter is the max-jor outputs from LAMMPS biofilms simulation and their emulator predictions with
imum specific growth rate for HET “MumHET”. It is apparent that
the majority of the variables are less important or non-essential as
indicated by their low sensitivity indices. Having identified these
most relevant parameters for flocs and biofilms, we  then based our
multivariate GP modelling on these few selected parameters. This
reduction in the dimension of input parameters significantly speeds
up computation.
6. Discussion
This paper has shown that the multivariate GP  technique can
be effectively applied to model a dynamic simulation model while
incorporating the non-zero nugget as a random noise within the
framework. We observe that the performance of the single-step
emulator used iteratively to capture the underlying dynamics of
output behaviours of the IB model depends hugely on the initial
conditions (initial state variables at time t0) and sample size we
take when applying the normal approximation. For the results pre-
sented in this paper, we were restricted to just 1000 samples to
speed up the algorithm because of the expense of running the
emulator repeatedly. Another critical issue is the evaluation of ill-
conditioned covariance parameters which we often encountered in
this analysis because of closely spaced design points. The introduc-
tion of a nugget parameter and the use of an exponential covariance
function reduced the severity of the problem. We also standardise
our input data to range in [0, 1]. This transformation also helps to
eliminate the effect of measurement units and enables us to get
better parameter estimates for covariance functions. Overall, the
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Table 2
List of IB model parameters.
Index Parameters Values Units References
Affinity variables
1 KsHET 0.004 kg m−3 [55]
2 Ko2HET 0.0002 kg m−3 [55]
3 Kno2HET 0.0003 kg m−3 [37]
4 Kno3HET 0.0003 kg m−3 [37]
5 Knh4AOB 0.001 kg m−3 [7]
6 Ko2AOB 0.0005 kg m−3 [7]
7 Kno2NOB 0.0013 kg m−3 [7]
8 Ko2NOB 0.00068 kg m−3 [7]
Maximum growth variables
9  MumHET 0.00006944444 s−1 [18]
10 MumAOB 0.0000088 s−1 [7]
11 MumNOB 0.000009375 s−1 [7]
12 etaHET 0.6 − [18]
Decay rates variables
13 bHET 0.00000462962 s−1 [37]
14 bAOB 0.00000127314 s−1 [37]
15 bNOB 0.00000127314 s−1 [37]
16 bEPS 0.00000196759 s−1 [37]
Yield coefficient variables
17 YHET 0.61 gCOD/gCOD [34]
18 YAOB 0.33 gCOD/gN [7]
19 YNOB 0.083 gCOD/gN [7]
20 YEPS 0.18 gCOD/gN [34]
Diffusion coefficient variables
21 Do2 0.000000002 m2 s−1 [2]
22 Dnh4 0.0000000014 m2 s−1 [2]
23 Dno2 0.0000000012 m2 s−1 [2]
24 Dno3 0.0000000012 m2 s−1 [2]
25 Ds 0.0000000005 m2 s−1 [2]
Critical diameter of death
26 deadDia 0.0000008 – –
27  factor 1.5 – –
Boundary concentrations (nutrients)
28 sub 0.008 kg COD m−3 –
29  no2 0.0001 kg N m−3 –
30  no3 0.0008 kg N m−3 –
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h31  o2 0.0008 kg m−3 –
32  nh4 0.0009 kg N m−3 –
erformance of these single-step emulators to propagate the state
ariable forward with time is relatively good.
However, we can also emulate a complete multi-step run of the
omputer model. One of the ways to proceed with this according
o [8] is to treat the problem as a multivariate output simulator
nd develop a multi-output emulator where the dimension of the
utput space is given as T. Closely related to this approach, is to
uild one single-output emulator that incorporates time as an addi-
ional input to the emulator such that yt = f(x, t), where the training
ata for building emulator consists of nT data points. The limita-
ion of this approach is that it is inefficient in practice because the
imension of the data becomes vast which introduces additional
omputational difficulty and thus is not appropriate for the sim-
lation study in this paper. Another alternative is to emulate each
ime step, which produces an emulator that is peculiar to a particu-
ar time step, an approach that assumes independence between the
ime steps. This method was used in [6] but is not suitable for our
resent data. Here, we are interested in the dynamic behaviour over
ime, and specifically for using an emulator for making multiple-
tep ahead predictions.
We have employed a separable covariance model because it is
athematically tractable and simplifies our estimation procedure.
e  believe the assumption of separability of covariance function
o model the multiple outputs is not too restrictive because the
mulators performed quite well for most of the outputs. We  could
ave tried either of the convolution techniques which involves atational Science 22 (2017) 69–84
mixture of a Gaussian white noise process with some smooth-
ing kernel. Another alternative is to consider a linear model of
coregionalization where outputs are a linear combination of inde-
pendent univariate GPs, but these methods are too computational
demanding [14]. They require estimation of more parameters and
full inversion of a nonseparable covariance matrix, an infeasible
task in practice. A possible extension of this work would be to
extend to nonseparable covariance functions. It would be useful
to examine whether we can further improve our results by using
nonseparable covariance functions.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we  demonstrate a new method of making infer-
ence about the parameters of an emulator using a GP regression
model that is based upon a multivariate GP technique. The tech-
nique described in this paper could be seen as an extension of [9]
and [8] which focus only on deterministic simulators. Stochastic-
ity in the simulation is treated by incorporating a non-zero nugget
parameter as a measure of random noise in the simulation. Our
approach combines the two-stage technique proposed in as a single
step. We  have presented a simple statistical method for emulating
the underlying physical dynamics of the major characterised out-
puts of the IB model simulations of microbial growth. In modelling
our microscale simulation data as flocs and bacteria biofilms, we
reduced the complexity of the computation by aggregating spa-
tially from a fine (individual microbes) to a more coarse resolution
as flocs and biofilms. We  assume that the aggregation will reduce
the complexity and structure of the global trend component of the
emulator.
These emulators are much faster to run than the simulation
model. The IB model simulation implemented within LAMMPS
is computationally expensive, while these emulators give results
almost instantaneously. Under different parameter combinations,
it takes an average of between 5 and 6 h to simulate the growth of
the particles for about six days at 8250 s timestep on a Linux cluster
machine. Apart from the computational time required for fitting
the single-step emulator, it takes <2 min  to apply the emulator
iteratively to generate the corresponding trajectories of the char-
acterised outputs. This shows an approximately 220-fold increase
in computational efficiency. It is not plausible that any IB models
(no matter how efficient) will be able to reproduce an entire real
world microbial community such as a wastewater treatment plant
or human microbiome. Therefore, an emulator, though this can be
undoubtedly be improved, represents an important step forward
in the simulation of complete microbial systems.
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Appendix 1. Model parameters
See Table 2.
Appendix 2. Model performance
Let y denote the LAMMPS values (e.g. floc or biofilm) where y¯ is
the grand mean of each LAMMPS output and yˆ as the emulator pre-
dictions. We  compute the squared differences between the actual
LAMMPS outputs and their grand mean, also compute the squared
differences between the LAMMPS values and the emulator predic-
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ions. The proportion of the variance in the LAMMPS model that is
xplained by the emulator is given as
 = 1 −
[∑62
t=1
∑20
n=1(ytn − yˆtn)
2∑62
t=1
∑20
n=1(ytn − y¯)
2
]
(A.1)
nd the overall cross-validation root mean squared error (RMSECV)
s
MSECV =
(
62∑
t=1
20∑
n=1
(ytn − ¯ˆytn)
2
(72 × 20)
)1/2
. (A.2)
ppendix 3. Parameter estimation
The following given equations are further estimates from the
arameter estimation of multivariate GP.
∗(x) = h(x)BT + t(x)A−1(Y − HB)T (A.3)
∗(x, x′) = cor(x, x′) − tT (x)A−1t(x′) (A.4)
(B, ˙, R˜|Y)  ∝ R˜(r)|A|−k/2|˙|−
n−m+k+1
2 exp
[
−1
2
tr((YTGY˙−1)
+tr(B − Bˆ)THTA−1H(B − Bˆ)˙−1)
]
(A.5)
 = R˜−1 − R˜−1H(HT R˜−1H)
−1
HT R˜
−1
(A.6)
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